NOTES

Modern Cults Disturb the Peace of Religious Discussion in the 21st Century

Jesus is the only source of salvation. Cult leaders focus on issues they use to distort the minds of followers. They become substitutes for our scripture messiahs.

Isaiah 45:22

What is the sole source of our salvation?

Psalm 146:2

What do the scriptures say regarding placing implicit confidence in a human being for cults' messiah?

Cults usually have a single powerful human leader who becomes the

IDENTIFYING FEATURE

of the enemy? John 8:32

How can we be kept from the powerful delusions

Matthew 24:5, 11, 24

What did Jesus say regarding false religious leaders?
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The Bible Answer: Revelation 14:7

13. The last-day message a call to worship

The Bible Answer: Revelation 16:13, 19:20

10. Can the devil perform supernatural signs?

The Bible Answer: Revelation 13:13

9. How does the ultimate false religious teacher:

- Suggests a sort of divine sign rather than a changed life.
- Suggests a sort of divine sign rather than a changed life.

The Bible Answer: Ephesians 1:6-19

12. When we are united to Christ, what does He offer us?

The Bible Answer: Ephesians 5:22

22. Why do our broken homes hurt us emotionally?

IDENTIFYING FEATURE 5

Cults often use these "converts" to blame their families.

IDENTIFYING FEATURE 4

Cults regularly appeal to miracles as signs of their "divine" cre.

IDENTIFYING FEATURE 3

Each cult uses "pressure" tactics to coerce its members into sub-

The Bible Answer: Joshua 24:15

8. How does the Bible emphasize the necessity of mission?